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Introduction
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Methodology – Data Collection

PHOTO

Moby App (HARMONY project)

Revealed preference
• Habitual activities
• Tracked travel patterns

Stated adaptation 
• Within-day re-evaluation
• Day-to-day learning
• Feedback/response quality

Application
• Turin: 351 individuals – 4212 observations
• Oxfordshire: 330 individuals – 3960 

observations



Exploratory Analysis
Resistance to change, mental effort



Rational Expectation – Dynamic Hybrid Choice Model

Travel demand shift under information provision
• Pandas Biogeme (Bierlaire)

Significant factors
• Past actions and experience
• Travel time fluctuation
• Number of opportunities
• Activity type characteristics



Latent Variable – Adaptive Travellers



Rational inattention - Motivation

• Resistance to change, inertia
• Sluggishness in response
• Prior ‘magnet effect’

Day-to-day learning



Rational Inattention
Problem Formulation (Sims, Matejka, et al.)

Objective function:

Bayesian rationality:

Cost of information:

Entropy measurement:

General solution:



λ = 0.03 λ = 0.005Travel time anticipation 





Empirical effect

• Market share simulation 
with or without travel time 
inattention

• Discrepancy in prediction, 
especially for rare occurrences 
of the travel time distribution

• Importance of quantifying 
the information cost

• Underreaction but also 
overreaction ‘mistakes’



Future Work

2. Further exploration of RI in transportation phenomena
• Few studies with mostly theoretical contributions (Fosgerau)
• Forward-looking dynamic extensions

4. Insights from observational / RP data
• What are we actually capturing? More than preferences?
• How to separate utility and priors/information cost?
• Market shares could be used as the priors (Caplin, Habib)

5. Application in other demand/supply models within transportation
• Travel information provision, adaptive ticket/toll pricing, service frequency

3. Data collection-estimation
• Joint measurement of belief, world, attention (signal), action
• Implications of general equivalence with RUM (Fosgerau)

1. Integration of dynamic demand shift model in within-day simulation
• Increased realism, personalization for menu set generation



“In an information-rich world, the wealth of information means a dearth of
something else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information consumes. What
information consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its
recipients. Hence a wealth of information creates a poverty of attention and a
need to allocate that attention efficiently among the overabundance of
information sources that might consume it.”

Herbert A. Simon (Nobel Laureate 1978)

Conclusion



Thank you!




